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Rewrite these sentences replacing each group of words in italics with a single word or short phrase: 

Example: she was wearing a dress that was new. 
                     She was wearing a new dress. 
 

Question Answer 

He behaved in a foolish manner. He behaved foolishly. 

He was a man who talked a great deal. He was a talkative man. 

The man who was driving the car saw what 
happened. 

The car driver saw what happened. 

He moved close in order that he might be able to 
hear more clearly. 

He moved closer to hear more clearly. 

After this item on the programme had taken place a 
comedian appeared. 

Next, a comedian appeared. 

After some time had passed, he went back to the 
shop. 

A little later, he went back to the shop. 

Before doing anything else you should read the 
instructions. 

First you should read the instructions. 

In the end the committee made its decision. Finally the committee made its decision. 

What he intended to do was clear to everyone. His intention was clear. 

The desk was so heavy that I could not lift it. The desk was too heavy to be lifted. 

They were certain, that they would be successful. They were certain of success. 

After he saw what had happened, the drive 
stopped. 

Seeing what had happened, the driver 
stopped. 

It is probable that you are right. You are probably right. 

Everyone went home with the exception of Peter. Everyone went home except Peter. 

She was afraid that she might fail. She was afraid of failure. 

 



 
SUMMARIZING  
Rewrite these sentences replacing the details with general phrases: 
Example: in the room were Malays, Africans, Chinese, Indians, Germans and Australians. 
                   In the room were people of many races. 
 

Question Answer 

The library contained books on literature, history, 
sport and many other subjects. 

The library contained books on a variety of subjects. 
The library contained books on various subjects. 
 

Some of the pupils were twelve years old, some were 
thirteen and others were fourteen. 

The pupils were between twelve and fourteen years. 

In the garage was a very old saloon car, a new sports 
car, a three-year-old ‘Land rover.’ 

In the garage were various cars 
In the garage were different types of cars. 
In the garage were cars of different make. 
In the garage were varieties of old and new cars. 
 

The boys scrambled down the hillside making as much 
noise as a herd of elephants. 

The boys scrambled down the hillside very noisily. 

In her wardrobe hung a green striped dress, a blue 
brocade evening gown, two skirts, and three 
embroidered blouses. 

In her wardrobe hung different clothes. 
In her wardrobe hung a range of clothes. 
In her wardrobe hung a variety of clothes. 
 

The box contained a hammer, some chisels, two kinds 
of saw, a mallet, a plane and a drill. 

The box contained many tools. 
The box contained various tools. 

Some of the children were talking loudly, some were 
singing, some were shouting and other were banging 
on their desks with their rules. 

The children were making a lot of noise. 
The children were indisciplined. 
The children were very unruly. 
 

On the wall was a picture of a farmer, a large drawing 
of an elephant, a photograph of some rice-fields and a 
portrait of the Prime Minister. 
 

On the wall were various photographs. 
On the wall were various artefacts. 

Some of the boys in the class collected stamps, some 
developed and printed their own films, some liked 
cycling, while other enjoyed making things such as 
toys in their spare time. 
 

The boys in the class had different hobbies. 
The boys in the class had a wide range of hobbies. 

Some of the tables were square; some were oblong; 
others were round or oval shaped some were big and 
some were small. 
 

The tables were of different shapes and sizes. 

Five of the houses were made of wood, five were built 
of bricks, and the other ten were made of various 
other materials. 
 

The twenty houses were made of various materials. 

One boy crossed the river by swimming, the second 
used a boat, the third found a bridge and the fourth 
swung across on a rope. 
 

The four boys crossed the river in different ways. 

 
 



 
 

 


